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Nonperturbative susceptibility of a three-level system interacting 
with a monochromatic field 

Theresa C. Kavanaugh and Robert J. Silbey 
Department a/Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute a/Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 01239 

(Received 21 October 1991; accepted 30 January 1992) 

We derive an exact, intensity-dependent expression for the susceptibility of a three-level system 
interacting with one monochromatic electric field. This expression, once expanded, is 
equivalent to the usual perturbative series X = 1'( 1) + 1'(3) E 2 + ... within the rotating wave 
approximation. We consider two types of resonant processes; one- and two-photon resonances 
corresponding to the intensity-dependent susceptibility 1'(3)( - W;W, - w,w), and one-, two-, 
and three-photon resonances corresponding to 1'(3) ( - 3w;w,w,w). As an example of current 
interest, we use a model three-level system that mimics the excited electronic states of typical 
nonlinear optical polymers and show that near resonance, successive terms in the perturbative 
series approach the same order of magnitude for experimentally realizable fields. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent work on the higher-order susceptibilities of con

jugated systems has increased interest in finding new meth
ods for calculating these quantities. 1,2 The response of a sys
tem interacting with a field is usually expanded as a power 
series in that field. 3-5 This perturbative treatment, which 
yields the standard expressions for the susceptibilities 1'( 1), 

1'(3), ... , is a good representation for weak field strengths ex
cept near resonance, where the energy denominators in the 
perturbation terms vanish, making it necessary to introduce 
excited state lifetimes or complex frequencies. For intense 
fields, however, terms in the perturbation expansion ap
proach one another in magnitude, suggesting that another 
representation of the response is more accurate. 

Recently, Wang and Chu6 have presented an exact non
perturbative method for calculating intensity-dependent 
nonlinear optical susceptibilities for a two-level system. 
While two-level systems interacting with external fields are 
very useful for understanding near-resonance phenomena, a 
model with more than two levels is needed to describe the 
behavior of the polarizabilities with the electric field both 
near and far from resonance. 

Previous work on nonperturbative susceptibilities of 
three-level systems has focused on the interaction of a strong 
field that is one-photon resonant with a three-level system. 7 

In this paper, we will derive an exact, nonperturbative 
expression for the susceptibility X using a three-level system 
in which all resonant fields are treated nonperturbatively. 
This expression, once expanded, is equivalent to the usual 
series X = 1'(1) + X(3)E 2 + ... (in a centrosymmetric sys
tem), where E is the electric field amplitUde. This method 
also lends itself to many-level models. Since this is a nonper
turbative expression and thus includes all higher-order 
terms in the usual expansion, it does not lead to a divergence 
of the susceptibility near resonance. 

Interest in the nonlinear optical properties of organic 
polymers has led to experimental measurements of the high
er-order susceptibilities on a variety of these materials. 1 

Most work has focused on the first nonlinear optical coeffi
cient 1'(3). Here, we will use model systems that mimic poly
meric systems, with typical values for the intensity of the 
electric field, the transition dipole moment, and energy lev
els (e.g., from calculations on trans octatetraene2 

). We will 
show that successive terms in the susceptibility series can 
approach the same order of magnitude, indicating that a per
turbative calculation fails. In fact, recent experimental stud
ies of the power dependence ofthe outgoing or phase conju
gate signal of a degenerate four wave mixing experiment 
using an organic dye showed that the intensity deviates from 
the predicted or perturbative value,8 indicating that the per
turbation description of the intensity-dependent susceptibil
ity is not always adequate. Recent work on condensed phase 
materials has also suggested that higher-order nonlinear sus
ceptibilities may lead to important effects such as line nar
rowing. 9 

We will proceed as follows. In Sec. II, we will review 
Ploquet theory, which transforms the time-dependent Ham
iltonian into a time-independent eigenvalue equation. IO

,l1 

The resulting pseudoeigenvalues can be expanded in the 
electric field to yield the typical expansion for the suscepti
bility. To avoid solving cubic (and higher)-order equations 
for the eigenvalues in the latter approach, we instead use a 
density matrix approach allowing the susceptibility to be cal
culated without recourse to perturbation theory. In Sec. III, 
we will set up a Floquet-Liouville supermatrix description 
of a three-level system interacting with one electric field. II

-
13 

We work within the rotating wave approximation (R W A); 
however, by using perturbation theory,6,13 contributions 
from the antirotating part of the electric field can also incor
porated, as shown in Sec. III C. By solving the three-level 
Liouville equation for the density matrix in the steady state 
limit, we can write down the polarizability and thus the ex
act, intensity-dependent susceptibility for the three-level 
system. Upon expansion, we show that this can be reduced to 
the usual power series. Two types of resonant processes are 
addressed-one- and two-photon responses corresponding 
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to tenns such as the intensity-dependent refractive index 
tenn X (3

) ( - liJ;liJ, - liJ,liJ) in the series expansion, and the 
three-photon response of a three-level system corresponding 
to the third hannonic generation tenn X(3

) ( - 3liJ;liJ,liJ,liJ). 
In Sec. IV, we will use our exact solution for the suscep

tibility to calculate the the nonlinear response for model sys
tems that mimic typical conjugated systems, considering 
one-, two-, and three-photon responses. 

II. FLOQUET THEORY 

Ploquet theory can be used to transfonn a time-depen
dent Hamiltonian to a time-independent eigenvalue prob
lem. One requirement for this technique is that the time
dependent part of the Hamiltonian is periodic in time, such 
as a system perturbed by classical electromagnetic fields 
with a single frequency. We consider a system with a pertur
bation due to one electric field since we are interested in the 
nonlinear corrections to the linear susceptibility, such as 
X(3

) ( - liJ;liJ, - liJ,liJ). However, this technique can been 
used to describe systems interacting with multichromatic 
fields such as coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy 
(CARS).3-s 

Here we briefly review Ploquet theory.lO.ll The Schr6-
dinger equation is 

[H(r,t) - i :J 'I' (r,t) = 0, (1) 

where Ii = 1 and H(r,t) is 

H(r,t) = Ho (r) + V(r,t). (2) 

Ho is the unperturbed, time-independent Hamiltonian with 
eigenfunctions la(r) > and V(r,t) is the periodic perturba
tion due to the interaction between the dipole moment and 
the electric field. The perturbation can be written as 

V(r,t) =-p(r)Ecos(liJt+</J), (3) 

where p (r) is the electric dipole moment operator, E is the 
amplitude of the electric field, and liJ and </J are the frequency 
and initial phases, respectively, of the electric field. We will 
assume </J = O. 

Now we invoke the Ploquet theorem, which ensures 
that for a periodic Hamiltonian H, the wave function 'I' can 
be written as 

'I'(r,t) = exp( - i€t) <I> (r,t) , (4) 

where <I> (r,t) is periodic in time with frequency liJ and €is the 
quasienergy. We can expand 'I' in a Fourier series as 

'" 'l'a(r,t) =exp( -i€at) L C~n)(r)exp( -inliJt). (5) 
n= --00 

The index a correspdnds to the eigenstate of the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian. C ~n) can again be expanded in tenns of the 
unperturbed eigenfunctions of Ho (r), 

c~n)(r) = ~ <I>~I{3(r». (6) 

Using Eqs. (5) and (6), and substituting into Eq. (1), a 
system of equations is obtained 

L L [(rIHCm - n)I{3) - (€a +mliJ)8mn8rP]<I>~ =0, 
n P 

(7) 

where 

HCq)(r) ==~ H(r,t)exp(iqliJt)dt. 
A i21T

/0) A 

211' 0 
(8) 

With the perturbation given by Eq. (3), the only nonzero 
matrix elements are q = 0, ± 1. 

If we use the Ploquet state nomenclaturelO 

1m) == Ir) In), where r is the index of the unperturbed sys
tem and n is the Fourier series index, we can rewrite Eq. (7) 
as 

A 

~ {; (rnIHFI{3m)<I>~) = €a<l>~~), 

where the matrix elements of HF are simply 

(anIHFI{3m) =H~p-m) + nliJ8aP8nm. 

(9) 

(10) 

We now have a time-independent infinite matrix eigenprob
lem. A system interacting with more than one field can also 
be transfonned to a time-independent problem using an ex
act extension of Ploquet theory.14 For a system interacting 
with two fields, the matrix problem can be written as 

A L L L (rlnl-n2IHFlr2klk2)(r2klk2IA) 
Y2 k, k, 

= A (r2nl n21A ), (11 ) 

with 

(12) 

where 

In order to reduce these infinite matrix problems to one we 
can solve analytically, we define a model space that encom
passes the most important parts of the Ploquet matrix. 

A resonant three-level system (Fig. 1) can be adapted to 
model the most important features of a centrosymmetric sys
tem. States la) and Ie) are of the same symmetry and conse
quently have a zero transition dipole moment between them. 
State I b ) has opposite symmetry and has nonzero transition 

Ie> 

001+002 
Ib> 

001 
Ia> 

FIG. 1. The three-level system described in Sec. II. The transition dipoles 
are flab' fLbc *0, and fLeo = O. 
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dipole moments to both la) and Ie). State Ib ) can either be 
above Ie) in energy, or below (or the same), so that this 
three-level system can correctly model polymers such as po
Iyacetylene, which have an excited state of the same symme
try as the ground state below the first allowed state. 1 Since a 
direct transition between state Ie) and state la) is not al
lowed, and our model does not allow a transition moment 
such as (b l,ulb ), the total susceptibility will not have contri
butions from even powers of E, i.e., XC2n

) = O. Note thatlhe 
diagonal matrix elements of HF are equal to (anmlHFI 
anm) = Ea + nw + mw. Thus, there will be approximate 
degeneracies in the zeroth-order problem (defined by the 
diagonal elements). For example, lanm) and Ib n - 1 m) 
.. vm be degenerate for a resonant frequency WI = Eb ~ Ea' 

Here we only consider one- and two-photon resonances, but 
this technique can be easily extended to include muItiphoton 
processes.6,l1 

In order to truncate the infinite matrix, we only consider 
the three states lanm), Ib n - 1 m), and Ie n - 1 m - 1), 
which are nearly degenerate. Then the infinite Floquet ma
trix for the three-level system in Figure 1 reduces to a 3 X 3 
matrix 

A (b~l) 
HF = 012 

bg) 

b 0.(2») 23 , 

I:l.ca 

where 

I:l.oo = Woo - WI' 

I:l.ca = aJea - WI - aJ2, 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

To obtain Eqs. (14)-(17), we have used the RWA for the 
electric field. However, the R W A can be corrected using 
perturbation corrections,6.11 as shown in Sec. III C. 

Since we are interested in the interaction of a three-level 
system with a single frequency electric field, we will assume 
WI =W2 =wandE(1) =E(2) =E throughout. Using this 
assumption, the Floquet basis set for the three-level system 
can be written as Ian), Ib n - I), and Ie n - 2). 

To extract an expression for polarizabilities, the cubic 
equation represented by Eqs. (11) and (14) must be used to 
solve for the pseudoenergies. The pseudoenergies are a func
tion of the ~Iectric field E, and by expanding the pseudoener
gies about E, one can obtain the expressions for X(1), XC3>, 
etc. 15,16 However, solving a cubic equation is tedious, even 
with symbolic manipulation software. If we proceed to a 
density matrix approach, via the Liouville equation, and in
corporate the Floquet theory techniques presented in this 
section, the susceptibility can be written down exactly, with 
no recourse to a perturbation expansion about the electric 
field E. This technique will also enable us to consider the 
effects of decay rates and collisional damping on near-reso
nant susceptibility in a straightforward manner. 

III. FLOQUET-LIOUVILLE SUPERMATRIX APPROACH 

A. One- and two-photon processes 

Several workers6.7•12 have used a density matrix ap
proach to describe susceptibility. Wang and Chu6 have used 

a density matrix formalism together with Floquet theory, 
which enabled them to describe the exact susceptibility of a 
two-level system. Below we will show how the Floquet
Liouville supermatrix, which describes the evolution of the 
density matrix, can be related to the susceptibility of three 
(and higher)-level systems. 

In this subsection, we will outline this approach and 
apply it to one- and two-photon resonant, three-level sys
tems. This leads to terms which have an analogy to the inten
sity-dependent refractive index, related to the third-order 
susceptibility X(3

) ( - w;w, - w,w). In Sec. III B, we will de
scribe a one-, two-, and three-photon resonant, three-level 
system with analogy to the third harmonic generation sus
ceptibility termx(3)( - 3aJ;aJ,aJ,aJ). We will discuss antiro
tating wave contributions in Sec. III C. 

The susceptibility is calculated through the polarization 
density P(t), which is the induced electric dipole moment 
per unit volume of a system. P (t) can be calculated from the 
density matrix operator p(t), 

(P(t» = No (J.t) = No Tr[J.tp(t)], (18) 

where No is the number density (we will use No = 1) and 
the time development of p (t) is given by the Liouville equa
tion 

ap A A 

i- = [H(t), p(t)] + i[R, p(t)], at (19) 

where we have introduced a relaxation term in the dynamics. 
We have incorporated Floquet theory into Eq. (19), so 

H is given by Eq. (11), and for a three-level system, by Eq. 
( 14). Thus the time dependence of p due to the field frequen
cy aJ has been taken into account by using the Floquet Ham
iltonian H F • The relaxation term [R, p(t)] can be approxi
mated as7,12 

[R, p(t) ]aa = - r aaPaa + L rpaPpp (TI process), 
PC".a) 

(20) 
A 

[R, p(t)] ap = - r a[3Pap, a=l=13 (T2 process), (21) 

where the Tl processes are the population damping mecha
nisms and the T2 processes are the coherence damping 
mechanisms. The decay rates are related by 

(22) 

and 

raP = r(3a' (23) 

Here, we set the pure dephasing factor r~p = 0 and also 
assume a closed system, so that feeding rates raP can be 
related to the decay constants by 

raa = L ra[3' (24) 
p;/'a 

Equation (19) can be transformed into a time-indepen
dent infinite dimensional supereigenvalue equation, spanned 
by the Floquet-Liouville basis set la13;{m}) 
== la) (131 ® I{m}), where {m} is the set of Fourier indices 
and la), 113) are the eigenfunctions of the unperturbed Ham
iItonian Ho in Eq. (2) . We assume that p (t) varies slowly in 
time compared to 21T/W. 

J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 96, No.9, 1 May 1992 
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We can reduce the dimensionality of this problem to a 
three-level system spanned by the Floquet-Liouville basis 
set laa; 0) Ibb; 0) Icc; 0) lab; -1) Iba; +1) Ibc;-1) 
Icb;+I) lac;-2.) lac; +2) by invoking the RWA. Here 
we are only including one- and two-photon resonant terms, 
and consequently the susceptibility will only contain intensi
ty-dependent terms such as X(3) ( - W;W, - w,w) with no 
contributions from three-photon resonant terms such as 

I 

X(3)( - 3w;w,w,w). We will address three-photon resonant 
terms in the next subsection. 

Since we are including population and coherence damp
ing mechanisms, we must also consider the one-photon reso
nance between state Ib) and state Ic). We can now rewrite 
Eq. (19) as 

. an ""-
z~=LFP(t), at 

""-

(25) 

where, for a three-level system, in which,uab,,ube #0, and,uac = 0, LF has the form 

- irab irk 0 -Uab Uab 0 0 0 0 
irab -i(rk +rhe) ir"" Uab -U"b 0 0 - Uhe Uhe 

0 irhe -ir"" 0 0 0 0 Uhe -Uhe 

-Uab Uab 0 -l1k -ITk 0 - Uhe 0 0 0 
A 

L F = Uab -Uab 0 0 I1k -ITk 0 Uhe 0 0 
0 0 0 -Ub<; 0 -l1ca -ITee 0 - Uab 0 
0 0 0 0 Uhe 0 11"" -IT ca 0 Uab 

0 -Uhe Uhe 0 0 - Uab 0 -11.b -IThe 0 
0 Uhe - Uhe 0 0 0 Uab 0 11"" -IThe • 

(26) 

where 

Uab = -Hal,uaboElb ), U bc = - !(b !,ube°Elc) (27) 

and the detuning Aba and Aca are given by Eqs. (15) and (16), and Acb = Wcb - w. 
Previous workers 7,12 have considered a similar problem to one described by Eqs. (25) and (26); however, the formalism 

of Sec. II enables us to calculate the density matrix directly rather than using a perturbation expansion. For a three-level 
system, Eq. (18) can be written as 

(28) 

Since the three-level system in Fig. 1 has,uac = 0, the only nonzero contributions in Eq. (28) stem from the terms,uabPba and 
PbePcb' 

We will assume a steady state approximation to solve Eq. (25). This is appropriate for radiation from a continuous wave 
source, or pulsed radiation with a pulse duration longer than the decay rates [Eqs. (22 )-( 24) ]. For short pulses, with a pulse 
duration shorter than the decay rates, transient effects may become important and, consequently, the susceptibilities will 
become a time-varying function of excitation and relaxation. We will neglect these effects here. 

We will assume that the only the ground state is populated initially. Since we only need two elements ofthe solution vector 
Pba andpcb' the determinant and matrix inversion necessary is easily accomplished analytically using symbolic manipulation 
software. 

Using the relation 

X(w) =P(w)/E(w), (29) 

the total susceptibility of the three-level system given by Fig. 1, interacting with one electric field (within the RWA), can be 
written as 

where X(W)ba stems from ,uabPba in Eq. (28) and X(W)cb stems from PbePcb' The total susceptibility is simply 
X(w)ba + X(W)cb' The coefficients of the electric field-dependent terms in Eqs. (30) and (31) are 

A = [YcbYba (zT ba + Aba) ]P~b + [2Yba r be (zTca - Aca) ],u!b,u!c + [2Yba r ca (IT ba + Aba) 

+ Yba Ycb (lTcb + Acb ) + 2Ycb (rcaAcb + Acarcb) ],u!bPi" (32) 

B = [8YbaYcb(ir ba + Aba )(rbcrca - ACbAac)],u!b 

+ [8Ybarcb (ITba + Aba )(r~ + A~) + 4YbaYcb (ir ca - Aca )(r~b + A~b),u!bPt., (33) 

J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 96, No.9, 1 May 1992 
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C = [2reb r co (lTeb + a cb ) + 2rba rca aba + rba reb ur eb + a eb ) + 2aea rba r ba ],u~b,ut 

+ [2reb r ba(irea -aea) +rbarebUrba +aba)],u!b,u~e' (34) 

(35) D = [8reb r ba (ir eb + a cb )( r~a + a~) + 4rba reb ( - iaba + r ba)(r eb + iacb )(lTca + a ca )],u~b,u~, 

X = rbareb,ut, + 2rcb r ba,u~b + [6rcb r co + Crba - reb)rbe + rbarba ],u~b,u:e 

+ [6r ba rca + (rba - reb) r ba + 2r cb r eb ],u!b,u~e' (36) 

Y = [8rbar be(r bar ca - abaaea ) + 2rbareb (r~b + a~b)],u:C + [16reb r ba (reb rca - aeaaeb ) 

+2rbarcb crL +aL)),u:a + [8reb r ca Cr ;b +a;b) +24rbareb(r~ +a~a) +4rba r ea Cna +a~a) 

+4aca a cb r ba (reb -rba) +4aba a ea (reb -rba)reb +4(rba -rcb)rca(rbarcb -!:J..baacb) 

+4rbareb(rba r eb -abaacb)],u~b,uL (37) 

Z = [I6rbarcb(rbarca -abaaea)(r;b +a;b) + 16rbarebCna +a~a)(r~ +a~a)),u~e 

+ [16rebrbacrcbrca -aeaaeb)(na +a~a) +32rebrba(r~b +a~b)(r~a +a~a)],u~b' (38) 

Note that Eqs. (30) and (31) are only valid for pure 
radiative decay, which, e.g., implies rab = o and r ba = !rba' 
where rba is the spontaneous decay rate from state Ib ) to the 
ground state la). However, generalizing the result to include 
other decay processes is straightforward, if tedious. 

We can expand Eqs. C 30) and (31) to obtain the usual 
series expansion in terms of the electric field E for X(w), 

X(w) = X(1) (w) + X(3) ( - w;w, - w,w)E 2 + "', 
(39) 

where 
2 

v(.) ( w'w) _ ,uab 
/I. -, -2(aba -irba ) , 

X(3) ( - w;w, - w,w) 

!l ~ b!l 7.c 

8(aba - irba)2(aca -irca) 

4,u!b r ba 

8rba(aba - irba)2(aba +irba ) 

,u2 ,u2 r 

(40) 

+ abbcba 
4rba(aba -irba)(aba +irba)(acb -ircb ) 

!l ~b!l 7.c 

(41) 

The usual, perturbative result for the third-order susceptibil
ity is·7 

X(3) ( - w;w, - w,w) 

)' ,ugl,ulm,umn,ung 
= t;:',. (wig - w) (wmg - 2w) (wng - w) 

_ L l,umg 12 L l!lng 12 2' 
m (Wmg - W) n (Wng - w) 

which, for a three-level system, reduces to 

x(3) ( - w;w, - W,w) 

!l~b!l~e 

(42) 

8(aba - ir ba )2(aca - ir ca) 

4 
!lab .. (43) 

8(aba - ir ba )(aba - IT ba )(aba + ir ba) 

Equation (40) is equivalent to the usual expression for 
X(I).I,17 Equation (41) contains extra contributions to X(3) 

compared to the standard result (43) and agrees with pre
vious work.7 This stems from the fact that within the steady 
state approximation, the population oflevel 1 b ), P bb' is not 
zero. Therefore terms which include processes that initiate 
in level Ib ) contribute to X(3). 

Figure 2 show the diagrammatic representation of Eq. 
(41). If terms which initiate in level Ib) are disregarded, 
such as (c), (d), and (e) in Fig. 2, Eq. (43) is recovered. It is 
interesting to note that within a harmonic oscillator model, 

where aba = aeb' a ea = 2aba , and ,ube = !i,uab' Eq. (41) 
yields X(3) = 0 as it should. 

In Sec. IV, we will show that using Eqs. (30) and (31), 
in both real and model systems, leads to different results than 
does th~perturbation series representation of the susceptibil
ity [Eqs. (40) and (41)], implying that higher-order, inten
sity-dependent terms such as X(5) playa role in the near
resonance spectra of such systems. 

The expression for the susceptibility including colli
sional process, e.g., rab #0, is even more involved than that 
of Eqs. (30)-(38). However, the first-order susceptibility 
term can be written as 

tIt ~ b) 1 t t } c) 

FIG. 2. A diagrammatic representation of .r0 )( - (i};(i), - (i},(i}) [Eq. 
(38)]. Figures corresponding to (c), (d), and (e) are processes which in
clude terms initiating in IeveI[b). (d) is indistinguishable in Eq. (41). (a) 
and (b) correspond to the first and second terms ofEq. (43), respectively. 

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 96, No.9, 1 May 1992 
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2[(Yba -Yab)Ycb + YabYbc](aba -ITba ) 

X(l)( -W;W)bc 

B. Third harmonic generation-three-photon 
processes 

(44) 

In the previous subsection, we introduced a density ma
trix formalism which allowed an expression for the total sus-

t 

- irab irba 0 -Uab Uab 

irab - i(rba + rbc) ireb Uab - Uab 

0 irbc -ire. 0 0 
- Uab Uab 0 -1160 -IT 60 0 

ceptibility, including intensity-dependent correction terms, 
to be expressed without recourse to a perturbation treatment 
of the electric field. However, only one- and two-photon re
sonances were considered. In the past few years, interest has 
focused on the third harmonic generation contribution to 
the susceptibility X(3)( - 3w;w,w,w).1,18 Using the tech

. nique described above, we will derive an expression for the 
three-photon response of a three-level system. 

To allow for three-photon resonance, we now consider a 
three-level system spanned by the basis set laa; 0) Ibb; 0) 
Icc; 0) lab; - 1) Iba; + 1) lac; - 2) lac; + 2) lab; - 3) 
Iba; + 3), where we have neglected the one-photon reso
nance between Ievellb ) and levellc) to~implify the algebra. 
The corresponding Liouville operator LF now has the form 

0 0 - U ab3 Uab3 

0 0 Uab3 - U ab3 

0 0 0 0 

-Ubc 0 0 0 

LF = Uab -uab 0 0 1160 -IT ba 0 Ubc 0 0 

0 0 0 - Ubc 0 - l1ca -IT co 0 - Ubc 0 

0 0 0 0 U/x 0 I1ca - ITea 0 U/x 

- Uab3 Uab3 0 0 0 -u/x 0 - 11603 - if ha3 0 

Uab3 - U ab3 0 0 0 0 U/x 0 I1 ba3 - IT 603 

(46) 

where Uab and Ubc are given in Eq. (27) and Aab3 = Wba - 3w. 
The transition matrix element Uab3 ' which connects the ground state la) to the opposite symmetry state Ib) via a three

photon transition, is zero within the R W A. In order to obtain a non vanishing transition matrix element, third-order perturba
tion theory must be applied. Using perturbation theory, the transition matrix element becomes13

,17 

Uab3 = 
[ - (l/2),uab E ] 3 

a~a 

The polarization corresponding to Eq. (28) is 

(P) = No [,ubaPab + ,ucaPac + ,uabPba + ,uacPca +,ubaPab3 + ,uabPba3 ]. 

(47) 

(48) 

To find the susceptibility that corresponds to the three-photon process, we only need the term,uabPba3 in Eq. (48). Using Eqs. 
(46)-(48), we find the total susceptibility for the three-photon response 

2ia~aE2Yba,u~b (AE 2 + C) (BE 2 + D) 
X(W)ba3 ==--~--~------------~=-~~~~------~~--------------~--~------- (49) 

VE \0 + WE 8 + XE 6 + YE 4 + ZE 2 + 256YbaA~ (na + A~a) (na3 + A~3) (r~a + A~a) 

The coefficients of Eq. (49) are given by 

A = (r ba3 + r ba - iAba3 - iAba ),u~, 

B =,u~a,u~, 

(50) 

(51) 

C = 4(ir ba + Aba )(IT ba3 + a ba3 ) (iAca - rca)' (52) 

D = - 4a~b,u~c + 4(ir ca - a ca )( - ir ba + aba ), 
(53) 

v = (r ba3 + r ba ),u~a,ut" (54) 

W= - 8a~a(rba3 + rba),u!b,u!c + [8rba3(rcarba 

- abaaca )] + 4rca (na + a~ ),u~b,uL (55) 

x = 16rba3 (na + A~a )(r~a + a~a ),u~b + 16aba (r ba3 

+ r ba ),u~,ubc + 32A~ [rca ( - r ba3 r ba 

+ Aba a ba3 ) + a ca (r ba Aba3 + Aba r ba3 ) ],u!b,u~, 
(56) 

Y = 16a!aYba [(rt,,3 + A~a3) + (na + a~) 
+ 2 (r bal r ba + Aba Aba3 )],ut, 

+ 64a~ [(na3 + a~3 ) rca 

+ 2r ba (r ba3 rca - a ca a ba3 ) ],u~b,u~, (57) 
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z = [256at, roo (n03 + aL3 )( r~a + a~a )]Ji~b 

+ 128at, Yoo [(na + ai,)(r 003 rca - acaaba3) 

+ (roo rca - acaaba )(rL3 + aL3 )]JiL· (58) 

Since Eq. (49) is only dependent on P ba3' which corre
sponds to three-photon response, expanding Eq. ( 49) 
around the electric field yields X(1) = 0, since this corre
sponds to a one-photon process. The first intensity-depen
den t term is 

X(3) ( - 3cu;cu,cu,cu) 

Ji~bJi~c 
=--~--~~~---=~~~~~7 

8(aab - IT 00) (aba3 - IT ba3) (aca - irca ) 
4 

+ floo (59) 
8(aoo )2(aOO3 - ir 003) 

The usual result 17 for third harmonic generation (within the 
RWA) is 

X(3) ( - 3cu;cu,cu,cu) 

= L JiglJi1m JimnJing , (60) 
Imll (CUtg - 3cu) (CU mg - 2cu) (CUng - cu) 

which reduces to the first term in Eq. (59) for the three-level 
system in Fig. 1. The second term in Eq. (59) does not in
volve state Je) and stems from the nonlinear correction of a 
two-level system defined by resonant processes between Ja) 
and Jb). 

C. Antlrotatlng wave contributions 

The previous subsections have shown how an analytic 
expression for the susceptibility can be derived using Floquet 
theory and a density matrix formalism within the RWA. 
Although Floquet theory allows the incorporation of the an
tirotating part ofthe electric field, this leads to larger matri
ces as compared to Eqs. (26) and (46). However, antirotat
ing wave contributions can be included by using 
perturbation theory without enlarging the density matrix. 
The perturbation technique13

,17 is similar to incorporating a 
transition matrix element between the Liouville bases Jaa; 0) 
and Jab; - 3) as outlined in the previous subsection. The 
first approximation beyond the rotating wave approxima
tion replaces Eqs. (15) and (27) with 

and 

[ _ (l/2)Jiab E ] 3 

Uab = -! Jiab E - -=------::-.::..... 
(CUba +CU)2 

(61) 

(62) 

By substituting these values into Eqs. (26) and (46), antiro
tating contributions are incorporated into the susceptibility. 

IV. TOTAL SUSCEPTIBILITY OF CONJUGATED 
POLYMERS 

In the previous section, an expression for the total sus
ceptibility of a three-level model was derived. We now focus 

on three-level systems that mimic the electronic states of 
conjugated polymers and compare the total susceptibility to 
the usual perturbation expansion representation of the sus
ceptibility. 

We first examine a three-level system using dipole tran
sition moments and energies of excited electronic states of 
trans octatetraene obtained from an exact calculation using a 
Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) Hamiltonian. This system has 
an excited state of the same symmetry as the ground state 
above the first (opposite symmetry) excited state with di
polemomentsJiba = 8.454DandJicb = 14.362D.2 The first 
excited state of opposite symmetry lies at 4.56 eV (36782 
cm - I) and the excited state of the same symmetry lies at 
7.27 eV (58 648 cm -1). The decay constants, using the Ein
stein A coefficient for pure radiative decay, yield 
rha = 0.0367 cm -1 and rcb = 0.0221 cm -1. The coeffi
cients Yba and Yca are obtained using Eq. (24). Typical pow
er densities for nonlinear optical effects range from 10-1000 
MW /cm2.19 We will use an electric field amplitude that cor
responds to 100 MW /cm2 throughout. 

The real part of the total susceptibility [Eqs. (30) and 
(31) ], for the system described above, is shown in Fig. 3 (a). 
The first-order perturbation term x( I), given by Eq. (40), is 
shown in Fig. 3(b). Near resonance, X(I) is orders ofmagni
tude larger than the total susceptibility. As a consequence, 
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) use different scales. The total suscepti
bility shows the effects of power broadening and thus dis
plays a broader peak at the one-photon resonance, as com
pared to X(1). This indicates that higher-order, 
intensity-dependent terms need to be included in the expan
sion. 
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FIG. 3. The real part ofthesusceptibility for transoctatetraene with the first 
excited state at 36782 cm - I and the second excited state at 58648 em - '. 
(a) The intensity-dependent total susceptibility from Eqs. (30) and (31). 
(b) The first-order susceptibility XO ) from Eq. (40). The electric field am-
plitude corresponds to 100 MW fcm 2
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state at 58 648 cm -1. (a) An approximation to X(3) [Eq. (63)]. (b) From 
the usual perturbative expression for X(3) [Eq. (41)]. The electric field am
plitude corresponds to 100 MW Icm'. 

To compare third-order susceptibilities, an approximate 
X(3) is derived from the total susceptibility by subtracting 
X( 1) from the total susceptibility and dividing by the square 
of the electric field 

X~~p = [x(m) - X(I)( - m;m) JlE2. (63) 
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FIG. 5. The imaginary part ofthe susceptibility for trans octatetraene with 
the first excited state at 36 782 cm - 1 and the second excited state at 58 648 
cm -I. (a) The intensity-dependent total susceptibility from Eqs. (30) and 
(31). (b) The first-order susceptibility X(lJ fromEq. (40). The electric field 
amplitude corresponds to 100 MW Icrn'. 
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From the usual perturbative expression for X(3) [Eq. (41)]. The electric 
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Equation (63) is an approximation to X(3) and should be 
equivalent to X(3) obtained from perturbation theory [Eq. 
(41)] if higher-order terms such as XiS) do not make a con
tribution. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show Re X~~p> from Eqs. 
(30), (31), and (40), and X(3) from Eq. (41), respectively. 
At both the two-photon and one-photon resonances, the two 
values differ, reflecting the difference in intensity depend-

. etice betweenx~~p and X(3) at this value of the electric field. 
The two-photon peak (29 324 cm - 1) and the one-photon 
pea.!.(36 782 cm -1) are shifted slightly due to the electric 
field perturbation. The two-photon peak corresponding to 
the nonperturbative value has large peak on resonance and is 
therefore unsymmetrical. 

The imaginary part of susceptibility of this system is 
plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 (a) shows the total suscepti
bility which displays a peak at the two-photon resonance 
value, unlike the first-order_ susceptibility, shmyn in Fig. 
5(t)). This indicates that, in this system, the intensity-depen
dent susceptibility is important, and the same order of mag
nitude, as the nonintensity-dependent part ofthe susceptibil
ity x( 1). The two-photon absorption peak in Fig. 6 (a), given 
by 1m X~~p, is much smaller than the third-order suscepti
bility derived perturbatively X(3) shown in Fig. 6(b). 

We now consider a model system for illustrative pur-
- poses, although this system is very similar to the previous 

three-level system. Here Ib ) lies at 25000 cm -1 and Ie) lies 
at 49 000 cm - 1. The dipole moments are flba = 8.00 D and 
flcb = 14.00 D. Both the total susceptibility and the third
order susceptibility, assuming pure radiative decay, are 
shown in Figs. 7-10. In this system, both the real and imagi
nary parts of the total susceptibility display two-photon res-
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onance. The two-photon peak ofRe X~~p in Fig. 8(a) is sig
nificantly larger than that of the perturbation response [Fig. 
8(b)], while the two-photon absorption in Fig. lO(a) is 
much smaller than the perturbation response, as in the pre
vious system. 
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~Figures 11 aiid 12 show the -efft;ct of collisional damping 
on the above system. Instead of considering only radiative 
decay, e.g., rba = l/2Yba' we also include the damping ef
fects of collisions. Here we assume r ba = 5y ba and 
reb = 5Ycb' and use Eqs. (22)-(24) to determine all damp
ing parameters. This change of damping parameters signifi
cantly alters the susceptibility ofthis system. Ih~e is now I! _ 
large one-photon resonance between state Ib ) and state Ie), 
occurring below the resonance of states la) and Ib). The 
two-photon peak has decreased in the total susceptibility as 
well as the perturbation terms, compared to the pure radia
tive decay result. A decrease in the two-photon peak as the 
decay constant increases has been noted before.20 The one
photon peaks'have increased substantially. 

Figure 11 (b) corresponds to X(1) given by Eqs. (44) 
and (45). X(1) is larger than the total susceptibility at the 
one~photon resonance between states Ib ) al!.d Ie). However, 

- - the total susceptibility at the one-photon resonance between 
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and state c) at 30 446 em -I. (a) is the total susceptibility [Eq. (49)]. (b) 
An approximation to X(3) [Eq. (63)]. (c) The usual perturbation expres
sion for X(3)( - 3a1;aI,aI,aI) [Eq. (59)]. The electric field amplitude corre
sponds to 100 MWfem'. 
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states la) and Ib ) is larger than the first-order perturbation 
term, in contrast to Fig. 7. 

The three-photon response of a system [Eq. (49)] is 
shown in Figs. 13 and 14. We chose a system that mimics a 
previous calculation of X(3) ( - 3lU;lU,lU,lU) of trans octate
traene.2 Here, the excited state of the same symmetry as the 
ground state Ic) lies below the opposite symmetry excited 
state Ib ). The state Ib ) lies at 4.56 eV (36 782cm -1) and Ic) 
at 3.78 e V (30 446 cm - 1). The transition dipole moments 
are flha = 8.454 D and flbc = 1.602 D. The decay constants 
correspond to r ba = 0.1 eV and rca = 0.02 eV. Again, X,Wp 
is given by Eq. (63), although here XO) = O. Both the real 
and imaginary parts of X~~p = X( 3lU) IE 2 are virtually iden
tical to X(3) ( - 3lU;lU,lU,lU), indicating that for this system, 
the perturbation results are valid. 

v. DISCUSSION 

We have shown, using the formalism of Sec. II, that 
Floquet theory can be used to transform a periodic, time-

deperident Hamiltonian such as the electric field perturba
tion presented here, into a time-independent problem. Con
sidering three-level systems with both one- and two-photon, 
and one-, two-, and three-photon resonances with one elec
tric field, we take advantage of Floquet theory and incorpo
rate it into a density matrix formalism. Using this formalism, 
outlined in Sec. III, we are able to write down an exact 
expression fOftne susceptibility of a three-level system cor
responding to both the intensity-dependent refractive index, 
and third harmonic generation, within the R W A. Weare 
able to augment the R W A by incorporating antirotating 
wave contributions, as shown in Sec. III C. 

The results of using the exact expression for intensity
dependent nonlinear refractive index susceptibility, 
corresponding to X(3) ( - lU;lU, - lU,lU), and the third har
monic generation susceptibility, corresponding to 
X(3) ( - 3lU;lU,lU,lU), using typical values for the electronic 
energy levels and transition dipole moments of conjugated 
polymers, is outlined in the previous section. While the one
and two-photon resonant susceptibility displays differences 
between the exact susceptibility, Eqs. (30) and (31), and the 
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FIG. 16. The imaginary part of the susceptibility with varying field 
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MW/cm2; (c) 1 kW/cm2. 

usual perturbation expansion, the three-photon resonant 
susceptibility has no discernible difference between the exact 
result (49) and the perturbative result (59). 

Although different systems were used to calculate these 
susceptibilities, the intensity dependence of each stem from 
different physical behavior. The refractive index is related to 
the susceptibility by 

n2 (w) = 1 + 417:;t'(w). (64) 

The intensity-dependent refractive index is due to incoher
ent processes, i.e., due to population changes of the ground 
and excited states. If a material absorbs at the frequency of 
the electric field, the concentration of the excited states will 
increase, the character of the material changes, and thus the 
refractive index becomes intensity dependent.s,8,19 The 
steady state populations of three levels of the second system 
outlined above are shown in Fig. 15, with Paa' Pbb' and Pee' 
from Eq. (25), corresponding to the populations of levels 
la), Ib ), and Ie), respectively. Note the increase of the excit
ed state populations near resonance. 

Although third harmonic generation can be resonant 
enhanced, the quantitative dependence on the intensity of 

the electric field of the susceptibility corresponding to 
X(3) ( - 3w;w,w,w) is not very important. Rather than a de
scription of the population of all excited states, this process 
focuses on the population of the three-photon resonant state 
only, as a function of the laser frequency. Therefore, the 
intensity dependence on this process is much smaller than 
that of the intensity-dependent refractive index susceptibil
ity. 

Antirotating wave contributions for the transition di
pole moment and resonance frequency [Eqs. (61) and 
(62)] can also be incorporated, as in Sec. III C. Using elec-

-thclield intensities and systems described here, the antiro
tating wave contribution to the susceptibility is negligible for 
both the susceptibility corresponding to the intensity-depen
dent refractive index and the third harmonic generation. 

The exact susceptibility corresponding to 
X(3) ( - w;w, - w,w) derived in Sec. III A differs from the 
usual perturbation series, as shown in Sec. IV. For a three
level system, the first-order susceptibility x( 1) only displays a 

- peak at one-photon resonances. While higher-order terms 
such as X(3) a1so display multiphoton resonances, e.g., a two
photon resonance, these higher-order terms are usually as

- -sum.ed to clliier from each other by orders of magnitude. 
_ However, the exact susceptibility for the three-level systems 

described above does show higher-order resonances, i.e., a 
two-photon peak. This suggests that resonant peaks from 
higher-order processes, e.g., X(3), might be present in an as
sumed one-photon spectrum. This may also indicate that 
resonant peaks in the spectrum ofX(3) could also show high
er-order -contributions, suc~- as three-photon peaks. Al
though the three-level system considered here does not aIIow 
for such contributions, the difference in intensity between 
X~~p, which describes the higher-order intensity dependence 
of XC3l (Figs. 3-10) and the perturbative expression for XC3 >, 
which is linear in intensity, indicate that higher-order inten
sity-dependent processes do indeed playa role. 

The exact susceptibilities in Figs. 3, 5, 7, and 9 all show a 
broad peak at the one-photon resonance, which is due to 
power broadening. Figure 16 shows the imaginary suscepti
bility of the system described by Fig. 9. Using values of the 
electric field that correspond to 100 and 1 MW /cm2

, and 100 
kW /cm2

, respectively, the total susceptibilities are shown in 
Fig. 16. The one-photon peak becomes sharper and the two
photon peak diminishes as the field intensity diminishes and 
thus the total susceptibility approaches the first-order result 
X(\)' 

The susceptibility of the second three-level system con
sidered in Sec. IV (Figs. 7-10) is significantly different than 
that of the trans octatetraene model. The two-photon reso
nance peak is very pronounced in the total susceptibility 
(Fig. 7), especially compared to the previous model (Fig. 
3), which does not have a discernible two-photon peak on 
this scale. The system of Figs. 7-10 has level spacing similar 
to that of a harmonic oscillator. Near one- and two-photon 
resonances, the intensity-dependent portion of the energy 
denominator in Eqs. (30) and (31) become smaIIer than 
that of the trans octatetraene model due to the harmonic 
level spacing, allowing the intensity-dependent portion of 
the denominator to dominate. Harmonic oscillator-like 
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spacing of excited states may lead to observation of higher
order resonant peaks. 

Figures 11 and 12 show the effect of collisional damping 
on the intensity-dependent refractive index susceptibility. 
The susceptibility now displays the one-photon resonance 
between the two excited states Ib ) and Ie). This resonance 
stems from both Eq. (45) and higher-order terms. When the 
damping is dominated by spontaneous emission, the relation 
r ba + r Cd = r be holds. This equality is no longer valid 
when collisional relaxation is also considered, and as a con
sequence, X( 1) [Eq. (45) ] becomes nonzero. This resonance 
between two excited states is often referred to as pressure
induced extra resonance in four-wave mixing (PIER-4), or 
in solids as dephasing induced coherent emission (DICE). 
This phenomena has been observed by Bloembergen et al. 21 

in Na vapor and by Hochstrasser et al. 22 in solids. 
The total susceptibility obtained using the Floquet

Liouville supermatrix approach includes many related phe
nomena which have previously been calculated perturbati
vely. In addition to correctly incorporating near-resonance 
relaxations, we have shown that it can describe correctly the 
intensity-dependent behavior of a conjugated system near 
resonance. When collisional relaxations are incorporated, 
this approach also describes correctly the extra resonances 
and intensity-dependent phenomena. 
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